Valerie Facio

2015: YEAR OF TRAVEL
These trips were both firsts for me: first time in Asia and South America. I visited China
and Thailand in March 2015 for Spring Break, and Peru during August 2015. If you don’t
have time to read my trip summary, the quick version of my lesson from each country is
this:

China

People Everywhere.

Thailand

Everything is so cheap!

Peru

Expect the Unexpected.
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China and Thailand

China and Thailand
My family was apprehensive that I should travel alone through China and
Thailand, but I explained to them that while traveling, you are rarely ever alone. First, I
met a fellow Aggie on my flight to Beijing. As we talked, he recommended some
classes I might be interested in taking. Once we went our separate ways at the Beijing
airport, I met a mother/daughter pair from Houston who joined me in navigating our
way through a confusing exit of the airport. Once I arrived in Bangkok, I met everyone I
would be travelling with for the next week. Including myself there were 9 Englishmen, 6
Germans, 2 Americans, and 1 Scotsman. Eight of us were travelling individually, the
remaining ten were travelling in pairs. On my way home, I sat next to another Aggie
who had also traveled to China for spring break to visit his family.

My flight from Houston to
Bangkok had a very long layover in
Beijing (9 hours). I didn’t want to waste
any time of my vacation so I decided to
see the Forbidden City. However, my
trip through the Forbidden City was a lot
briefer than I had anticipated. It took
me a very long time to navigate my exit
through the customs desk and luggage
storage, but eventually I made it to the
subway. I printed out my route ahead of
time so I didn’t have much to worry
Forbidden City with Globie
about. When I got to the stop though, I
exited on the wrong side of the street and
couldn’t figure out how to get to the right side. None of the streets had pedestrian
crossings so I must have spent 45 minutes wandering back and forth until I found an
underground pedestrian crossing. Then I made it through the security check at
Tiananmen Square but didn’t have time to see Mao’s Mausoleum. The crowds were
insane at the Forbidden City and I was basically pushed from sight to sight with the
crowd. By the time I got to the end I was so pressed for time I took a taxi to the airport.
Bangkok is unbelievably packed with people. I quickly got used to how cheap
everything is. I argued with a tuk tuk driver because he wanted to charge me $3.30
(exorbitant) when I had paid $0.60 before. Going along with the theme of Thailand
being very affordable, I had more massages in one week in Thailand than I have ever
had in my entire life. I learned the hard way that Thai massages are not for the faint of
heart. I think I actually cried a little bit while my brawny masseuse threw all her weight
into my shoulders. After that experience, I stuck to the soft-handed oil massage for
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wimps. People really like to shop in Thailand, and the sheer amount of options can be
exhausting. At the chatuchak weekend market, I continuously found myself lost
between the section of baby rabbits dressed in tutus and knock off DVDs. On Khao San
road, I challenged myself to eat a scorpion. Surprisingly, it tastes exactly like pork
cracklings. I don’t know that I would do it again, but it
wasn’t nearly as bad as I expected. I tried durian and most
certainly will not be doing that again. At first, it tasted like
sweaty socks. Then the aftertaste kicks in and tastes like
what garbage juice smells like. Sickly sweet and putrid. On
a lighter note, I also wasn’t prepared for the intense
humidity. The high during my visit averaged 106⁰ F. I quickly
gave up on makeup and wondered how the ladyboys
could manage their heavy makeup all day long. The
temples were so beautiful, I felt like I was walking through a
Eating Scorpion
national geographic magazine.
When I arrived in Chiang Mai it felt like a breath of fresh air. Bangkok was so busy
at all hours and Chiang Mai had a much more laid back feel to it. It was much more my
speed. The trek took up most of the time in Chiang Mai but I had time to attend a
cooking class where I learned to make spring rolls, pad thai,
and panang curry. I am a big fan of spicy foods, but I
underestimated Thai spices. Trekking was great, but
challenging. I thought I looked ridiculous in my oversized
hunting boots when everyone else had just packed tennis
shoes, but it turned out to be the right decision. I never had to
worry about blisters or twisting my ankle. We hiked up and
down mountains through thick forests, across rice paddies,
and through rivers. It was exhausting but I felt very
accomplished by the end of it. As we passed through one
village on the trek, we took a break from the heat to swim in
the river. While we were swimming, a villager brought out his
elephants and we were able to bathe them in the river. Our
accommodations were usually thin mats on the floor of a
Group Accommodations
bamboo hut with a mosquito net to cover it. At the end of the
hike we took bamboo rafts back down to the main road. Bamboo rafting was really
exciting. It feel like riding on a wooden roller coaster because of all the rocks you
scrape over. The only drawback to the trek was the bathroom situation. I wasn’t
expecting anything nice or fancy, but the restrooms were so… scary, for lack of a better
word, that most people preferred to brave the outdoors than the use the actual
bathroom. Same for the shower. Instead, we showered in the river.
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On my return flight from Thailand I had another long layover. I used the time to
again leave the airport and see the Great Wall. This is when I learned that the common
theme in China is crowds. Crowds everywhere and at all hours of the day. I hired a
driver to take me to the Great Wall and back. My driver was Jin Ling and she was so
nice! She let me use wifi off her hotspot so I could let my parents know what was going
on during my layover. She said she normally waits in the car while her customers go
sightseeing, but she joined me for the entire trip up the wall and even acted as a tour
guide. One thing I wasn’t expecting was how commercialized the great wall is. To get
to the base of the wall we took a bus, then a short walk past several shops and
restaurants. Once we got closer we took a ski lift to the top, and a toboggan ride down
to the bottom.

Unexpected toboggan ride down
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Peru
While I really enjoyed my time in Thailand, it was sort of a last minute idea. Before
I decided on Thailand, I was throwing around the idea of India or South Africa for spring
break. But Peru was different. In second grade I learned about Poison Arrow frogs and
Giant Anteaters and I was fascinated by the region. Since then, the Amazon has been
#1 on my travel wishlist.
What I wanted out of this trip was a jungle adventure, and that’s what I got. It
was an adventure from beginning to end. The trip started off to a rocky start because
of a customs nightmare.
The original arrival plan was for me to meet my Mom and sister, who were taking
a separate flight from Mexico, at the airport after we cleared customs. Then we would
take a prearranged taxi together to our Airbnb rental. Because our flights were
scheduled to arrive at about the same time, I wasn’t worried that I hadn’t brought any
cash for myself. I had tried to withdraw dollars at the airport in Miami but the ATM kept
rejecting my card. Usually I carry two cards in case something like this happens, but I
had recently misplaced my usual card and was only carrying a backup. I wasn’t
worried though, I knew my mom would have enough cash on hand until I could call the
bank and get it sorted out. But of course, Murphy’s Law struck. My mom and sister were
detained by Mexican Customs for several hours over missing paperwork and missed
their connection to Lima. Since we were supposed to arrive at the same time, I didn’t
find out they missed their flight until I was sitting in the Lima airport waiting for our taxi
driver using my 10 minute limit of free wifi. After I found out they weren’t going to make
it, I tried to find the taxi driver and get to the rental on my own. However, there was a
sea of taxi drivers waving signs and I couldn’t find him. I didn’t have a contact number
to him directly, just the number to my Airbnb host. I had no cell service, ran out of
internet access, and no money for a payphone, but fortunately a security guard let me
borrow his cellphone to call my host, who called the taxi driver and told him where I
would be waiting. Then came the matter of paying the taxi driver. I again tried to
withdraw money at an ATM but found out that my bank had placed a hold on my card
because of all the failed transactions earlier in Miami. I tried to get online to sort things
out with the bank but I was out of free wifi and the only way to buy more internet
access was by credit card. Fortunately, my kind taxi driver Tito offered to drive me to
the rental anyway and said I could arrange to pay him at a later date after I spoke to
my bank. I got to the rental but didn’t sleep at all because all night I was searching for
a flight for my mom. Every flight to Lima for the next few days from my mom’s airline was
sold out and they weren’t sure when they could get her on a flight, so we were
frantically looking for any airline at all that could get them to Lima in time to catch our
next flight to Cusco.
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After a sleepless night, it was time to get my money situation sorted. With wifi
access I was finally able to contact my bank and unlock my card, but as a backup I
told my dad to be ready to wire me money. Fortunately, I was able to withdraw money
from the ATM without a hitch and I began my day. At this point my mom and sister had
still not been able to confirm a flight and were in limbo at the Mexico City Airport.
My rental was in the Miraflores district of Lima which is very picturesque. My room
had an ocean view and I could see surfers and paragliders all day. I took public
transportation to the historical center of Lima and visited the catacombs inside the
Convent of San Francisco. I’ve been trying to see a catacomb for years but missed
them over several visits to Italy and France. The bones were arranged in interesting
patterns, but photography wasn’t allowed. Aside from the catacombs, the convent
was very interesting. It had original hand carved ceilings from the 16th century, as well
as murals from the 16th and 17th century. After the catacombs I made my way back to
Miraflores to connect with my mom and see if she had been able to find a flight.
Fortunately she was able to get seats on a flight that would arrive the next day 3 hours
before our flight to Cusco.
I was worried that my mom and sister would be detained by Peruvian customs
over the same paperwork issue and that I would end up doing the trip on my own, but
they made it through customs without any problems and we could finally move on with
the trip. The original plan was to hike the Inca trail, but by the time we booked our trip
the trail had sold out. Instead we spent a day in Cusco, then took a bus and train
through the Sacred Valley up to Aguas Calientes, which sits at the base of Machu
Picchu, and the next day took another bus up to the entrance of the park. We wanted
to be there for sunrise and it was worth the early rise. After the initial awe of the sight
wore off, my sister and I spent a majority of our time looking for Llamas to take pictures
with. A Llama sniffed out the snacks I was eating and tried to take the snack right out of
my hand. We climbed Huaynapicchu, the large hill opposite Machu Picchu and were
able to get an even better view of the sight. While we were climbing the hill a Llama
gave birth, so we got to see a newborn Llama stumble around and take its first steps.
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Llama friends for everybody!

Machu Picchu at Sunrise
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The Amazon was
everything I expected and more.
To get to our lodge we took a 3
hour boat ride upstream on the
Madre de Dios River. During that
boat ride I saw 2 groups of
Capybaras, a macaw, and a
caiman. We got a beautiful
bungalow overlooking the river
Nightmare Inducing Insects
Toucan
with a hammock on the porch. We
went on several nature walks during our stay at the lodge and I
got to see incredible insects. I saw a triangular spider, leaf cutting ants, bullet ants, giant
butterflies, and a very camouflaged frog. I also convinced my mom to pick a termite
right off the tree and eat it. Our guide said that termites had a good taste, but we
thought that they just tasted like leaves. We shouldn’t have fallen for it!
It was beautiful to listen to jungle sounds at night. I woke up in the middle of the
night to a puma growling near the
camp. We went to watch multiple
bird species mingle at a clay lick
and got to see at least 50 wild
macaws at once. We also went
fishing for Piranha and catfish in the
river but didn’t catch anything.
Later we went Kayaking in the river
and zip-lining.
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On the day we left the lodge, the river had swelled over 30 feet above its normal
height because of unusually heavy rains. The lodge owner was scrambling to find a way
for us to get to the airport. He didn’t want us to ride the boat back because the heavy
rain had forced a lot of debris into the water and it
was dangerous to dodge it all. We couldn’t walk
an hour through the forest to the road because
several trees had fallen and made the trail
unpassable. We ended up doing a combination of
the two. We took a short boat ride upstream to
where the road ended at the riverbank. Normally
a truck could drive right to the river but
somewhere along the road, a dip in the road had
turned into a sizable pond because of all the rain.
After we exited the motor boat, some guides were
carrying a smaller secondary boat on their
shoulders to help us cross the pond. After we
crossed the pond and loaded up in a truck, we
drove carefully along a dirt road. Fortunately we
only encountered one fallen tree on the entire
drive. The driver was quick to take it off the road
with a machete and chainsaw. The rain hadn’t
stopped in two days so when we finally did make it
to the airport, our flight was delayed for several
hours. It was a very memorable end to my jungle
Our Daring Escape
adventure.

Machete in Hand!
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Closing Thoughts

As always, I came back from my travels having learned new things about myself. It
turns out that I’m a pretty adventurous eater, and I regret not having a chance to try
Guinea Pig. Having planned the logistics and budgets of these trips from beginning to
end has also pushed me towards deciding on a career in project management
because I found that I really like the planning process and doing the best you can while
respecting time and budget constraints. I learned that as long as you have Wifi and
somebody to contact back home, having no money in a foreign country isn’t the end
of the world. You can get by on the kindness of strangers for a few days. Having made
it out alive from the trek in Chiang Mai, I think I would next like to attempt the hike to the
Base Camp at Mt. Everest or a Mt. Kilimanjaro trek.
The Globetrotter Grant made it possible for me visit the Great Wall of China during
my layover on the return flight from Thailand, and to make the Peru trip a reality. Peru is
a very affordable country, but getting an affordable flight to Peru is the difficult part. I
greatly appreciate the assistance from the Globetrotter board.

Thanks and Gig 'Em!
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